Rich Energy Announces The Signing Of New Brand Ambassadors
The energy drink has really taken off in the United Kingdom and more attention will be
fixed on these drinks thanks to the signing of these sports stars, announces
RichEnergy.com
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- March 15, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- Rich Energy, the UK's premium energy drink, announces the
company recently made a raft of significant signings to their ambassador roster. This includes
English sailing star Alex Thomson, whose Hugo Boss boat came second in the prestigious Vendee
Globe, world boxing champion Gennady Golovkin and four time world scooter champion Dakota
Schuetz. All will serve as brand ambassadors for Rich Energy Drinks.
William Storey, the Rich Energy Drink CEO, states,"We are pleased to add more world champions
and leaders in their sports to our company as we take on Red Bull and Monster and expand
internationally."
The average adult needs seven to nine hours of sleep every night, according to Mayo Clinic. The
Independent, however, reports that a majority of individuals only get 6.8 hours each night, thus they
may find they are stressed, become depressed and suffer from a range of medical complaints. In
addition, they may feel bad and find they lack in productivity. When this is the case, an energy drink
can provide a much needed boost.
"Our premium and innovative drink offers a crisp, clean taste and high performance. We spent the
past six years working with leading beverage experts to ensure this is the case, and our product has
none of the drawbacks seen with our competitors. The elevated taste and experience are sure to be
appreciated by users," Richard Fletcher, spokesperson for Rich Energy, states.
Individuals find they can consume the energy product by itself or use it as a mixer, as the results are
great either way. Pure mineral water sourced from a natural alpine spring and luxury organic sugar
cane are only two of the ingredients found in the Rich Energy drinks. The drink is perfect for the
discerning consumer.
"All products are made in our manufacturing facility, and the cans are produced in the United
Kingdom. Thanks to our attention to detail, we have obtained the highest available certification in
both the European Union and the United States, and our drinks have the lowest sugar content. The
balance between caffeine and taurine is amazing, and users find they get the energy performance
they desire. Be sure to try Rich Energy products today. You won't be disappointed," Fletcher
promises.
About Rich Energy:
Rich Energy is a new energy drink garnering attention as it breaks into the energy drinks market.
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